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Flying Eye Radio Network Celebrates 5 Years!
"A Word To The Wise Is Infuriating."

Hunter S. Thompson, Writer, Philosopher

 

Malibu, California, June 11, 2012 - Flying Eye Radio Network has just turned 5 years old and is rapidly becoming a force in the growing internet radio arena. Led by
founder and Grand Poohbah, Andy Goldfinger, host of Thursdays Music Gumbo, Flying Eye now boasts a lineup of radio royalty, with over 100 years of radio
experience between them. 

The Queen of the Flying Eye, Dusty Street, sets the tone for the week on Monday. She broadcasts semi-live from the Rock n Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland, Ohio. Her
knowledge and ability to weave everything into a musical theatre masterpiece every single week is truly art in motion. Tuesday finds Rock Rhythm & Roots hosted by
Golden Mic Laureate Steve Cosio. It is the music lover's radio show coming from the Dallas – Ft. Worth area of the Lone Star state. Steve brings the music of Austin
and surrounding areas that we would never hear otherwise. Thursday finds the Flying Eye Radio Network founder and Grand Poohbah, Andy Goldfinger and Music
Gumbo offering the listener a potpourri of musical comestibles that encompass the entire musical spectrum. Then, there is nothing but trouble finishing the week in our
own Radio Legend Geno Michellini and his Turntable Hits. Geno’s show is a tribute to what FM radio used to be. He is untethered and unleashed! Geno provides
laughter therapy with the Flying Eye Funnies, and the traditional weekend send off with the Bang The Drum ceremony. There is no better way to end the week, and
start the weekend. 

During it’s five years of existence the Flying Eye radio Network has participated in several charity events most notably the Richie Hayward Benefits of 2009 and 2010.
In 2010 Flying Eye broadcast the entire benefit live across the globe. Interviews with the likes of Coco Montoya, David Lindley, Paul Barrere, Jim Messina, Bill Payne &
Kenny Gradney, Steel Toed Slippers, Jeremiah Roiko among others have become a way for these artists to reach much broader audiences thanks to our global reach.
That global reach now spans over 40 countries and 45 of our 52 states. Interviews already setup for this year include Mike Finnegan (Bonnie Raitt), Amilia K. Spicer,
Teresa James with others very close to being consummated. 

This summer Flying Eye is extremely excited at the prospect of launching its long awaited online store. Flying Eye Tunes will provide a venue for artists to sell their
music to a broad listening audience. Unlike nearly all of the traditional online music outlets Flying Eye will give the lions share of the revenue to the artists. 

Flying Eye Radio Network is an Internet radio station which began broadcasting in 2007. Flying Eye broadcasts the entire spectrum of musical colors. Every single type
of music is represented on the Flying Eye Radio Network. Jazz, rock, hip hop, R & B, country, rockabilly, and classical are just some of the pieces 
that make up this musical puzzle. It's a cerebral surge of auditory ambition. The lines of music are not blurred they are erased. Each person has
the ability to pick whatever music they want, there is no list, no consultant, and there is no one telling anyone what to play or what not to play.
Flying Eye also features numerous unsigned artists that are out there making a living, touring and playing, and we make a concerted effort to
ensure their music has a captive audience on a regular basis. 

The Queen of the Flying Eye, Dusty Street, sets the tone for the week on Monday. She broadcasts semi-live from the Rock n Roll Hall of Fame in
Cleveland, Ohio. Her knowledge and ability to weave everything into a musical theatre masterpiece every single week is truly art in motion.
Tuesday finds Rock Rhythm & Roots hosted by Golden Mic Laureate Steve Cosio. It is the music lover's radio show. Steve brings the music of

Austin and surrounding areas that we would never hear. Thursday finds Flying Eye Radio Network founder and Grand Poohbah, Andy Goldfinger offering the listener a
potpourri of musical comestibles that encompass the entire musical spectrum. Nothing but trouble finishing the week in our own Radio Legend Geno Michellini and his
Turntable Hits. Geno’s show is a tribute to what FM radio used to be. He is untethered and unleashed! Geno provides laughter therapy with the Flying Eye Funnies, and
the traditional weekend send off with the Bang The Drum ceremony. There is none better at intermingling the nuances of music, history and comedy into a cohesive
understandable art form. The beauty is it's a podcast and can be listened to any time, via the web, or downloaded to your favorite Mp3 device or telephone.
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For more information on Flying Eye Radio Network contact Andy Goldfinger (818) 917-5183
E-mail: asg@flyingeye.com | Website: http://www.flyingeyeradionetwork.com
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